
 

SATIN SAFE SPACE STAKING RULES 

 

We are proud to introduce you to SATIN SAFE SPACE on both Browser and mobile - Wallets accepted: Metamask and Trust wallet  

SATIN staking website: https://satinsafe.space/ 

We are launching the Staking platform and dedicated website for everyone to stake their SATIN and gain passive income. Holders 

are finally rewarded as time goes by. 

Audit Report below: 

https://satinsafe.space/SafeSpaceaudit.pdf 

Available staking options: 

Silver - 30 days - 5% APR,  

Gold - 90 days - 10% APR,  

Platinum - 180 days - 15% APR and  

Diamond Hands - 360 days - 20% APR. 

https://satinsafe.space/
https://satinsafe.space/SafeSpaceaudit.pdf


How does it work you might ask? Simple:  

Step 1 - Be sure you have either Metamask or Trust wallet filled with SATIN token then visit https://satinsafe.space/ via smartphone 

or Google Chrome browser and connect your wallet. 

Step 2 - After analyzing which type of vesting period you like, select it and also enter amount to be vested. The minimum staking 

amount is 1,000,000 SATIN and the maximum is 1,000,000,000 SATIN. 

Step 3 - Verify the information on the right then click confirm and also accept the transaction with your wallet. 

In order to view your staked SATIN, you can always revisit the website and click Claim&Withdraw. 

Be aware that the interest is claimable at a daily basis but it will not be available if you fail to claim it after the vesting period is gone. 

This is because you cannot get any more interest after your chosen period is over. So be sure you put a reminder in the calendar to 

claim the interest (APY) in the last day of the vesting period the latest! 

It's as simple as that, no other information required. The best part of it all is that you can claim the interest daily! However, be aware 

that if you want to withdraw your staked amount earlier than the agreed vesting period, a flat 5% penalty applies to your deposited 

amount.  

Video Tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-3wPtgQa_E&ab_channel=SatinToken 
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